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ABSTRACT: Wind and solar photovoltaic (PV) power form vital
parts of the energy transition toward renewable energy systems. The
rapid development of these two renewables represents an enormous
infrastructure construction task including both power generation and its
associated electrical grid systems, which will generate demand for metal
resources. However, most research on material demands has focused on
their power generation systems (wind turbines and PV panels), and few
have studied the associated electrical grid systems. Here, we estimate
the global metal demands for electrical grid systems associated with
wind and utility-scale PV power by 2050, using dynamic material flow
analysis based on International Energy Agency’s energy scenarios and
the typical engineering parameters of transmission grids. Results show
that the associated electrical grids require large quantities of metals:
27−81 Mt of copper cumulatively, followed by 20−67 Mt of steel and
11−31 Mt of aluminum. Electrical grids built for solar PV have the largest metal demand, followed by offshore and onshore wind.
Power cables are the most metal-consuming electrical components compared to substations and transformers. We also discuss the
decommissioning issue of electrical grids and their recovery potential. This study would deepen the understanding of the nexus
between renewable energy, grid infrastructure, and metal resources.
KEYWORDS: transmission infrastructure, power cable, renewable energy, mineral resources, material recycling

1. INTRODUCTION
The cumulative installed capacities of global wind and solar
photovoltaic (PV) power have experienced rapid development,
increasing by 12 times and 200 times, respectively, from 2003
to 2019.1,2 The enormous growth of these two renewables is
primarily driven by the continuous cost reduction, as well as
growing consensus on the energy transition for climate change
mitigation.3,4 Wind and solar PV technologies are expected to
continue to dominate renewable energy, increasing by 3−5
times and 6−9 times by 2040, respectively.5,6 The large-scale
energy transition toward wind and solar PV energy will
inevitably require the construction of relevant infrastructure,
thus raising concerns about their associated mineral material
requirements.7−17

A growing body of research is looking at material demands
for future wind and solar PV energy sectors. Generally, the
generation and access to these renewable powers require two
crucial parts to work together to realize a grid-connected
renewable energy system. One type is electricity generation
systems, which use wind turbines or solar PV panels and other
auxiliary facilities (e.g., foundations and towers) to convert
wind or solar radiation into electricity. The other is their
associated electrical grid systems, which are the indispensable
bridge connecting the power supply and demand sides by

collecting the electricity generated by each generator and
delivering electricity from renewable energy plants to the
existing regional or national grids. Nevertheless, the majority of
previous research evaluating material requirements has focused
on electricity generation systems of wind and solar PV sectors,
particularly wind turbines and solar PV panels,18−26 while little
research has been done on their associated electrical grid
systems. For instance, some researchers calculated future
material requirements for the electricity generation of global
offshore wind farms. Still, meanwhile, they pointed out that
their study excluded equipment for associated electricity
transmission due to the complexities of transmission.27

Moreover, while there have been some similar studies
involving electricity transmission grids, these studies have been
limited by different research aims and scopes to answer the
question of how many mineral resources are needed for
electrical grid systems linked to future global wind and solar
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PV. First, previous studies on metal requirements have tended
to estimate in an aggregated manner, taking the global or
regional grid network as a whole and packaging all types of
electricity networks together, including all transmission and
distribution grids as well as those that might be connected to
fossil energy.28,29 The heterogeneity of electrical grid infra-
structures associated with renewable development, such as the
differences in power cables used for offshore and onshore
wind, and their inter-field and export transmission lines have
not been captured.30−33 Second, the impact of the evolution of
renewable energy projects on their electrical grid systems, such
as the distance to the main network connection point and the
scaling up of individual renewable projects, has not been
considered. Third, the recycling potential of mineral resources
used in electrical grids has been missing. Finally, although
some other studies have tried to cover the relevant electrical
grid systems for renewables,34,35 for example, the life cycle
impacts of transmission grid extensions arising from renew-
ables in the European region have been examined,35 these
studies either only provide environmental impact assessments
of electricity grids for a specific technology (offshore) or are
limited to region-specific grids.

Here, we develop a material demand model for electrical
grid systems that integrates typical transmission grid engineer-
ing design related to wind and solar PV power sectors with
dynamic material flow analysis (MFA). The global metal
demand for electrical grid systems associated with these two
dominant renewable energy technologies, as well as the

potential for secondary metal supply by 2050, is quantified.
We investigate the typical engineering parameters as well as the
possible development trends of these electrical grids and
differentiate the power cables, transformers, and substations in
different energy technologies. Based on this, we then estimate
the metal demands needed to satisfy the development of
electrical grid networks directly associated with wind and solar
PV in three International Energy Agency (IEA) energy
scenarios. We include three bulk metals (copper, aluminum,
and steel), which are the main minerals used in electrical grid
systems. Such a detailed and in-depth analysis of the metal
requirement for associated electrical grids with wind and solar
PV allows a better understanding of the nexus of electricity
networks, renewable energy, and mineral resources.

2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Model Overview and Framework. The system

definition and modeling framework for converting energy
scenarios into metal demand for electrical grid systems are
summarized in Figure 1. This study estimates the metal
demands for building the electrical grid systems of the power
plants for two major types of renewable energy technologies:
wind power (including onshore and offshore wind) and utility-
scale solar PV. Solar PV and wind have grown dramatically
globally, accounting for more than half of total installed
renewable capacity in 2020.36 These two are expected to
continue dominating the renewable market, accounting for
around 78−81% of all renewables and 50−71% of the total

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the electrical grid systems covered in this study and (b) model framework for the metal requirement of
electrical grid associated with wind power and utility-scale solar PV power.
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electricity mix in 2050.37 Therefore, the metals required for the
electrical grid of these two renewables can essentially represent
the overall demand trend for grid materials directly related to
renewable energy technologies. Besides, data on grid systems
for other renewable technologies are limited. Taking these
considerations into account, we select these two types of
renewable energy technologies as representatives. It should be
noted here that the common forms of solar PV generation are
distributed PV and utility-scale PV.38 It is generally believed
that utility-scale PV will dominate electricity generation
because of its favorable economies of scale, outweighing the
savings in transmission costs brought by distributed PV.5

Additionally, distributed PV is generally locally consumed and
is not connected to the transmission grid. Considering the
above-mentioned and data availability, this study only includes
utility-scale solar PV technology.

The electrical grids of these two renewables mainly consist
of inter-array grids, export transmission lines, as well as
transformers and substations. Inter-array grids collect power
from individual wind turbines or solar PV panels and transmit
it to the electricity collector platform, while export trans-
mission lines transmit the power from power plants to existing
main grids at interconnection points. Various power cables
form the backbone of these transmission lines, which are also
the focus of the study. Transformers and substations are built
within these grid systems to step up or down the voltage to a
level suitable for efficiently transmitting energy. Here, we only
consider the “power (main) transformers” installed by
transmission system operators,39 and other distribution
transformers that power generation equipment manufacturers
usually provide (e.g., wind turbines and transformers) are not
included.39 Three bulk metals, copper, aluminum, and steel,
are incorporated in our model. These three are the most widely
used metal materials and are strategic to the production of
most technologies, given the expected metal-intensive low-
carbon energy and electrification.40,41 The demand for these
three materials has been growing rapidly in recent years. Such
rapid growth may cause future supply problems and environ-
mental issues. For example, the growth of copper demand has
been higher than the growth of its secondary resource due to
the growing demand for primary copper.42 Meanwhile, the
production of these materials is already energy-intensive and is
a significant contributor to global greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, and the decline in ore grades would further result in
higher energy consumption and emissions for the same
amount of metal extraction. Further, copper, aluminum, and
steel are the main metals contained in grid-relevant electrical
components. Aluminum and copper are the two main
conductor materials in power cables, while steel is the
protective and supporting structural material in power cables
and transformers and substations. These three metals are able
to represent the metal demands for electrical grids. Finally, it is
important to note that not only does the construction of these
two types of renewable power plants lead to the expansion of
power transmission infrastructure, but other factors such as
upgrading the existing grids, replacing aging transmission lines,
electricity trading across borders and continents, and grid
connection of other types of power plants, can also lead to the
expansion of power grid network. This is, however, not
included in the scope of our current research. This study only
considers electrical grid systems that are “directly” related to
the wind and solar PV energy projects, that is, infield and
external transmission systems that are built together with the

power projects, which means these unless otherwise indicated,
the electrical grid systems mentioned in this article only refer
to this type.

A prospective dynamic MFA method is used to simulate the
relevant metal flows. Combined with the MFA, a model is
developed based on typical engineering design models of
electrical grid technologies to translate future installed wind
and PV power capacities into metal requirements of electricity
grid facilities, respectively. Relevant engineering design
parameters, such as project size, distance to the main
transmission grid, and electrical equipment selection, are
considered, as well as their possible future development trends.

Metal requirements are quantified in a stepwise procedure.
First, the installed wind and utility-scale solar PV capacity per
period are calculated. Then, the most representative design
parameters and engineering data of the electrical grid system
for wind and utility-scale solar PV projects are determined, as
well as their future characteristics over time. The final step is to
use the results of the first two steps and some other external
parameters (metal intensities) in the metal demand model to
calculate the corresponding metal flows (see Figure 1). All
calculations are performed in 5-year time steps to capture the
most significant features and eliminate minor disturbance
fluctuation factors.
2.2. Energy Scenarios and the Dynamic Stock Model.

Our estimates for wind and utility-scale solar power develop-
ments are based on the energy scenarios developed by IEA.43

Three main scenarios are used: the Stated Policies Scenario
(STEPS), the Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS), and
the Net-Zero Emissions (NZE) by 2050 Scenario.5 These
three scenarios chart different energy technology pathways by
considering different assumptions about multiple key param-
eters (GDP, population, energy market dynamics, etc.).
Among these energy scenarios, the NZE sets the most
ambitious goals of energy transition and GHG emission,
while the SDS outlines moderately ambitious but realistic
energy planning, and the STEPS is based on stated policies and
much less ambitious (detailed descriptions can be found in the
Supporting Information).

We use the SDS as the baseline scenario and the other two
scenarios as comparisons to show the impact of different
baseline assumptions on the metal demand for the trans-
mission infrastructure. The future electricity capacities of wind
and solar PV are extracted from these three background
scenarios. Two modifications are made to align the scenario
data with our research scope. All the capacity information for
solar PV in the IEA’s scenarios is the sum of distributed PV
and utility-scale PV. Therefore, according to the proportion
reported by the IEA (60−80%) and DNVGL (67%).44−46 we
set the proportion of installed capacity of utility-scale solar PV
at 70%. Additionally, as these energy scenarios only provide
their demand implications every 10 years, we interpolate the
annual scenario data and then gather data of every 5 years.

To determine the annual inflow (newly installed) and
outflow (decommissioned) of power capacity, we consider the
electricity capacity data from scenarios as stocks and use a
dynamic stock-driven MFA model.47,48 The relationship
between the stocks, newly installed and decommissioned
capacities can be expressed as a convolution:

Inflow Stock Stock Outflowt t t t1= + (1)
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where Inflowt and Inflowj are the newly installed capacities in
year t and j, respectively. Stockt and Stockt − 1 are the in-use
capacities of wind and solar PV in year t and t − 1, respectively.
Outflowt is the decommissioned capacities in year t. St − j is the
survival rate, representing the possibility of previously installed
capacities that have not reached the end-of-life and survived
after t − j years. The survival rate is determined based on the
cumulative distribution function of the normal distribution.
Generally, the expected lifetime of transmission power cable
for national transmission and distribution grids is more than 40
years,49 and transformers are expected to last around 35
years.50 However, the electrical grid system currently studied
only includes the grids within the scope of infield grids and
export transmission lines for renewable power plants.
Assuming once the plants are decommissioned, these auxiliary
electrical grid facilities will also no longer be used. With this in
mind, the lifetime of the electrical grid is assumed to be the
same as that of these wind and solar PV power plants. So here

the average lifetimes of electrical grid facilities for wind farms
and PV plants are set to 20 and 25 years, respectively,51−54 and
the standard deviation is set to 5 years.
2.3. Engineering Parameters of the Electrical Grids.

The engineering parameters of wind and solar PV plant
projects, such as the site selection, project scale, layout design
of inter-array grids, export transmission line design, and other
engineering parameters for individual projects, vary according
to the technical type and specific requirements. For example, in
terms of the project size, the average size of offshore wind
farms over the years has far exceeded the average size of their
onshore counterparts. The average size of offshore wind farms
in 2015 reached 326 MW, far exceeding the average size of
onshore wind farms (70 MW). There could be quite different
design choices even for the same power plant projects. To
capture possible and rational development features of future
wind and solar PV projects, we check the relevant project
technical reports and the literature,55−77 and estimate the most
typical engineering designs of these projects at present and
their future development trends. Full details can be found in
Section 1.2 in the Supporting Information.

Figure 2. Generating capacities (stock capacities) and newly installed capacities per period for global renewable power systems. (a) Historical
generating capacities of global utility-scale solar PV and wind power from 2000 to 2019. (b) Future possible global PV and wind power generating
capacities toward 2050 under three IEA’s energy scenarios (STEPS, SDS, and NZE). (c) Newly installed capacities per period for utility-scale PV
and wind (onshore and offshore) power under the NZE scenario.
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2.4. Metal Intensities of the Electrical Grids. The
material composition and intensity of electrical equipment
used in electrical grid systems for these two renewable
technologies vary greatly. Taking the cable, which is the
main component of the electrical grid as an example, the cable
types used in power plants for wind and PV technologies are
quite different. The first difference is the application scenarios
of cables. Offshore wind farms require submarine cables, which
are usually buried in the seabed. Submarine power cables are
equipped with single or double amour (e.g., stainless steel wire
armor) to protect cables from seawater corrosion and external
impact, but this also results in a larger diameter and mass.78

Generally, underground cables are used for the infield-array
grid system of onshore wind farms, while the export cable can
either be underground or overhead. The underground cable is
equipped with lead sheet and armoring, providing protection
against moisture and mechanical injury. Overhead transmission
cables use bare conductors and are placed high above the
ground. The infield grid of solar PV plants requires both DC
(direct current) and AC (alternate current) cables, which are
designed to be UV and weather resistant.

The second typical difference is the rated voltage of the
electrical grids. For example, offshore wind farms’ voltage levels
of inter-array grids generally range from 20 to 66 kV,61,79−84

while the voltage levels of export transmission lines are
typically between 100 and 320 kV.85−87 The difference in grid
voltage leads to a difference in conductor cross-sectional area

and conductor internal structure, which greatly influences the
metal intensity.

The last significant difference is in the choice of the
conductor. Copper and aluminum are the two main metals in
cables. Copper is widely used in submarine cables and
underground cables due to its excellent performance
advantages, despite its higher price. However, aluminum is
often used in overhead lines for its weight advantage and
sometimes also used for submarine and underground
cables.32,88−90 In addition, the metal contents of power
transformers of onshore and offshore also differ. Offshore
transformers, for example, tend to use more steel for support
and protection.

Considering the above factors, we compile the typical metal
contents or intensities of these power cables, transformers, and
substations after reviewing the relevant literature, technical
reports, and product manuals (see the SI). We assume that
there are no revolutionary breakthroughs in transmission cable
and substation technology in the future, and thus, their metal
compositions and contents would be fixed in this study. The
estimated results for metal intensities are shown in Table S2 in
the Supporting Information.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Energy Capacity Dynamics and Grid Length

Requirements. Among the wind and utility-scale solar PV
energy technologies, the installed capacity of the utility-scale

Figure 3. Grid length requirements resulting from renewable power projects under the STEPS, SDS, and NZE. (a) Inter-array and export
submarine cable length for offshore wind projects; array and export onshore cable length for onshore wind projects. (b) (Array) solar cable and
export cable length for utility-scale solar PV projects. Note: the vertical scales are different.
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PV remains the largest regardless of the energy scenario,
followed by onshore wind power and offshore wind power.
Furthermore, the generating capacity of the same renewable
technology varies considerably in the scenarios, and this
difference leads to different installed capacity additions in each
period (Figure 2).

In the STEPS and SDS, the newly installed capacity per
period for wind power, and utility-scale solar PV both present a
continuous upward trend (Figure S2). However, the NZE sees
a different development trajectory (Figure 2c). In the NZE, the

newly installed capacity per period of both onshore and
offshore wind power will show a significant growth trend
between 2021 and 2030, subsequently, the newly installed
capacity per period for onshore and offshore power will level
off at 1550 GW and 550 GW, respectively. As for utility-scale
solar PV power, its newly installed capacity per period will
peak at around 2300 GW during the 2030−2035 period, and
then gradually decline to around 2000 GW in 2046−2050.
Additionally, because of historical accumulation and the surge
in renewable energy in the coming decades, the decommis-

Figure 4. Metal demands (inflows) and corresponding decommissioned metal (outflows) for each period of newly built electrical grids associated
with wind and utility-scale solar PV projects toward 2050 in the SDS scenario by technology. Total demands and decommissioned outflows of
electrical grids for (a) copper, (b) aluminum, and (c) steel. The metal inflows and outflows of electrical grids result from (d−f) onshore wind
projects, (g−i) offshore wind projects, and (j−l) utility-scale solar PV projects by 2050. Here, light shades represent metals contained in cables,
dark shades represent metals contained in main transformers and other electrical equipment. Note: positive values on the y axis represent the metal
inflows, and negative values represent the metal outflows. The vertical scales are different. Metal demands in the other two scenarios can be found
in Figures S4 and S5.
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sioned power capacity per period will also increase rapidly
under all three scenarios, from a tiny amount in the 2021−
2025 period to tens or even hundreds of times that in 2046−
2050.

Figure 3 shows the grid length requirement accompanied by
wind and utility-scale power by 2050. From the perspective of
the long-term energy scenario setting, the more ambitious the
installed capacity target of wind and PV power, the greater the
total length of the power transmission cable. The total required
cable length for both wind and PV technologies increases in
order in all scenarios. From the perspective of technology
breakdown, the total cable length required to build utility-scale

solar PV projects is the longest, followed by onshore wind and
offshore wind. This is partly because the expected installed
capacity of PV is higher than that of wind in all scenarios, and
partly because of the cable length coefficient used in current
research. The data on the cable length coefficient of in-field
solar cable for PV projects are very limited. Different length
coefficients can lead to different length calculation results,
which is why we emphasize the importance of statistical data
and knowledge of the related transmission grids. Another
feature is that although the overall installed capacity of offshore
wind is smaller than its onshore counterpart, its cable demand
is significant. Two development trends would cause this: one is

Figure 5. Cumulative metal demand and EOL outflow for the dynamics of electrical grids accompanying wind and utility-scale solar projects over
time by 2050. (a−c) Cumulative copper demand and decommissioning, (d−f) cumulative aluminum demand and decommissioning, and (g−i)
cumulative steel demand and decommissioning under the STEPS, SDS, and NZE scenarios. Here, we distinguish between metals contained in
cables (light shade) and transformers and substations (dark shade).
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the greater distance to shore for future offshore wind projects,
and the other is their larger project sizes that could lead to
more complex inter-array grids, which would exponentially
increase the total length of array cable demand, based on our
existing empirical formula S1 (see detailed information in the
SI).
3.2. Metal Demand for the Electrical Grid Systems.

Our results indicate that in the SDS, from the 2021−2025
period to the end of the modeling period, the copper demand
per period for electrical grids of wind and solar technologies is
going to grow from about 4.3 to 11.4 Mt; the aluminum
demand in each period is relatively stable, increasing slightly
from 2.7 to 3.4 Mt; and the steel demand per period will
increase from 3.2 to 9.0 Mt (Figure 4). Regarding the
cumulative demand, copper leads the way, followed by steel
and aluminum. A cumulative total of 44 Mt of copper, 33 Mt
of steel, and 17 Mt of aluminum would be required between
2021 and 2050, respectively (Figure 5). Among them, the use
of cables accounts for around 90% of the cumulative demand
for copper (97%) and aluminum (87%), while only 55% of that
is for steel. This suggests that the vast majority of copper and
aluminum contained in transmission lines will be locked into
cable parts of the electrical systems, while almost half of the
steel will be locked into the cables and the other half in the
transformers and substations by 2050.

We compare our estimates with the current global
production of three metals and relevant literature on future
material demand to provide additional context for the results.
The annual aluminum and steel demands for electrical grid
systems directly associated with wind and utility-scale solar PV
over the 2046−2050 period are small compared to their global
productions in 202091,92 (1.0 and 0.1%, respectively), while
annual copper demand during 2046−2050 for electrical grids
would account for a relatively large share, about 11.4% of
global copper production in 2020.93 Furthermore, according to
some estimates,94 the global energy transition requirement for
copper and aluminum would range from 9 to 15 Mt, and 25 to
42 Mt, respectively, in 2050 under IEA’s energy scenarios.
Comparing these figures with our findings shows that in 2050,
the copper required to build the relevant grid systems would
account for 9−16% of overall copper demand for the energy
transition, while aluminum would account for only about 2% of
the total.

Comparing our results with metal demand results from other
energy scenarios95 shows that electrical grid systems would
require around 12∼18% of cumulative copper required for
future home appliances, cars and energy technology. Looking
at individual technology, the cumulative aluminum demand for
building the electrical grids of solar PV would account for 12%
of the demand for developing solar technology itself (103
Mt).96 Furthermore, our results are compared with other
categories of metal demand. In 2050, the global power system
is expected to require 3−4.4 kt of neodymium and 3.7−14 of
cobalt, respectively.30 Using our estimated aluminum demand
as an example, electrical grid systems associated with wind and
solar PV technologies would require hundreds of times more
aluminum than neodymium and tens of times more cobalt,
respectively.

From our estimates, although no major supply issues are
expected for grid-related metal demand, building the electrical
grid systems related to wind and solar PV may play an
increasingly important role in future material requirements to
some extent. In addition, since our model only considers the

grid expansion directly related to the two types of renewable
energy, it does not include the renovation and upgrading of the
main grid indirectly related to these two energy technologies,
and the grid expansion caused by other types of renewable
energy technologies, so the actual metal demand for power
transmission grids will be higher. Therefore, it is important to
continuously monitor the future supply, consumption and
criticality changes of metals used in electrical grid systems
associated with wind and solar PV power technologies.

There are several interesting findings when looking into the
metal demand for individual renewable technology trans-
mission grids. First, among the renewable energy technologies
involved, the solar PV-related electrical grid has the largest
metal cumulative demands (see Figures S6−S8). Second, the
electrical grid built for offshore wind power requires more steel
than that for onshore wind and solar PV power. This can be
explained by the high steel content of offshore electricity
transmission components. Third, the offshore wind electrical
grid will require more copper, while the onshore wind grid
requires more aluminum because more overhead (aluminum)
cables will be used on land.

We compare metal demand per period (see Figure S3) and
their cumulative demand (Figure 5) for transmission grids
under three scenarios to assess the impact of climate and
energy policy on the metal demand for electrical grids. The
results demonstrate that as the expected installed capacity of
renewable power in the STEPS, SDS, and NZE scenarios
increase in sequence, the metal demands for their electrical
grid systems also grow accordingly. The NZE scenario has the
most massive push for clean electrification, which is based on
the drastic development of wind and solar, enabling a ramping
up of progress on the electrical grid system and consequently
increasing the demand for their corresponding metals. This
also validates the fact that the energy transition and climate
policies are indeed metal-intensive, from the new perspective
of the electrical transmission grid, except from the perspective
of already widely discussed solar cells, wind turbines, and
EVs.31,95,97,98

3.3. Potential for Secondary Metal Supply. The
outflow of copper, aluminum, and steel contained in
decommissioned electrical grid systems associated with wind
and utility solar PV sees a continuous increase, growing to 4.8,
1.6, and 3.7 Mt in the period 2046−2050 in the SDS,
respectively (Figure 4). Accumulatively, 10 Mt of copper, 4 Mt
of aluminum, and 8.4 Mt of steel flow out of the electrical grid
in 2021−2050 (Figure 5). By calculating the ratio of the metal
outflow to the metal inflow in this period, we can understand
the extent to which potential secondary metal resource supply
in the electrical grid could relieve its metal mineral supply. The
calculation results show that if all metal flows contained in the
decommissioned electrical grid were recycled and reused, the
cumulative outflows of copper, aluminum, and steel could
avoid more than 20% of virgin metal demand in 2021−2050.
In terms of time dynamics, the outflows are negligible before
2035. But after that, as the earlier built wind farms and solar
PV farms gradually reach their end of life, the electrical grid
facilities will be shut down as part of the whole project, even
though these power transmission lines have a longer lifetime
and have not yet reached their end of life. During the 2046−
2050 period, the outflows of all three metals could supply over
40% of the demand if all these metals were fully recycled or
reused. Moreover, the remaining metal demand gap might be
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filled by decommissioning materials from the renewable energy
generation system and other types of renewable systems.

Furthermore, our results show that an ambitious energy
transition scenario would increase the gap between metal
inflows and outflows of the electrical grid. The difference
between the cumulative metal inflow and outflow for copper
gradually increases to 20, 33, and 65 Mt respectively. This is
caused by the average 20−25 year delay between the
commissioning and decommissioning of these renewable
power projects and the fact that metal inflows are generally
lower in the early years of all three scenarios than in the later
years, which results in a lower build-up of electrical grid
available for decommissioning at the end of the studied period.

Although the three bulk metals covered in this study, copper,
aluminum, and steel are generally among the metal categories
with the highest recycling rates, the picture changes when the
scope is narrowed to grids used to support renewable energy
projects, especially for those used for offshore wind projects
and underground parts. For overhead transmission lines that
are usually built as export lines for onshore wind and solar PV
projects, every part, including bare conductors, is easy to
dismantle, recycle, or reuse, while for transmission lines that
are buried underground and under the sea, their decom-
missioning is much more complicated. Although agreements
have been reached across the industry and legal entities for
removing wind turbines and their foundations, the decom-
missioning of their power grids remains highly controversial
due to environmental and economic cost considerations, and
they are now commonly abandoned on the ocean floor.99−101

Out of similar considerations, underground power cables are
also left under the ground.102 According to our estimates, the
submarine and underground power cables determine a
significant fraction of the total metal demand. For instance,
under the SDS scenario, by 2050, the submarine cables directly
related to offshore wind power projects will contain about 26
Mt of three bulk metals. Therefore, to effectively utilize these
potential submarine and underground urban mines, it is urgent
for the industry and governments to address the decom-
missioning issue of the submarine and underground power
cables and establish standardized regulations and systems for
the decommissioning management of electrical grids. But at
the same time, stakeholders need to consider the potential
rebound effects of the circular economy.103 Improving the
recycling of related grid components alone may not guarantee
the reduction of the production and demand of related metal
materials and environmental improvement. This point also
needs to be carefully considered and balanced in the
formulation of relevant regulations.
3.4. Uncertainties and Sensitivity. Our model outputs

are based on a set of assumptions on variables such as the
lifetime distribution of power projects, the metal intensities,
array cable length for individual projects, length coefficient of
inter-array cable (solar PV) and distance to main grids. A
sensitivity analysis is thus performed to understand where the
major uncertainty may arise, as well as assessing the impact of
modeling assumptions on the simulation outcomes. All
alternative simulation processes are placed in the SDS scenario,
and only copper is tested. The sensitivity analysis results
confirm that our model and results are robust to all key
variables (see the SI for details).

4. DISCUSSION
This research estimates metal demands for building inter-array
power grids and export power transmission lines for wind and
utility-scale solar PV. The results show that about 90 Mt of
copper, aluminum, and steel would be required between 2021
and 2050 in the SDS. In the NZE scenario, this figure would be
around two times higher (180 Mt). In either scenario, copper
has the largest share of demand among the three considered
metals (SDS: 44 Mt, 49%; NZE: 82 Mt, 46%), while demand
for aluminum is relatively diminutive (SDS: 17 Mt, 19%; NZE:
31 Mt, 17%). Regarding renewable energy technologies,
offshore wind and utility-scale solar projects require more
copper for their electrical grids, while onshore wind projects
require more aluminum. This is understandable. First, the
conductors of the inter-array grids and export transmission
lines of the current offshore wind projects generally prefer
copper conductors, taking into account the more demanding
operating environment and the superior performance of
copper. Second, copper conductors are also the preferred
option due to the harsh requirements of cables for the PV
infield grid. However, the market price of copper is about three
times as high as aluminum in the last decade.104,105

Considering this economic cost, grid operators are trying to
switch from copper conductors to aluminum conductors.
Despite some technical drawbacks, this is possible as
technology advances. If the share of aluminum conductors
contained in cables rises from our original assumption of 16 to
30% in the SDS, the cumulative primary copper demand by
2050 would be reduced by 5 Mt, while that for aluminum
would rise by 4 Mt. Moreover, the industry is discussing the
widespread adoption of new conductor materials − advanced
conductors with carbon and/or composite cores that could
provide significant emission reductions and customer savings,
and replace conventional metal conductors.106

Another sustainable strategy to alleviate the metal demand
for building associated electrical grid systems is extending the
lifetime of these renewable energy projects. This can be
achieved through lifetime extension measures or the
repowering of decommissioned renewable projects. As we
mentioned before, although wind farms and utility-scale solar
plants are generally designed to last 20−25 years, their
transmission lines can last much longer, typically around 35−
40 years.49,50 Some of the operational lifetimes of larger power
electrical networks, such as existing national transmission or
distribution transmission lines, have exceeded 70 years.106

Extending the lifetime of aged renewable projects and
repowering decommissioned renewable projects have many
benefits, including taking advantage of superior natural
endowments at appropriate sites, as well as making full use
of existing electrical grid systems and other infrastructures
already in place. If the lifetime of both wind and utility-scale
solar PV projects is conservatively assumed to be extended to
30 years in the SDS, the cumulative primary copper and
aluminum demand for associated electrical grids would be
reduced by 6 Mt (down by 11%) and 2 Mt (down by 12%),
respectively, by 2050. In the future, the continuous develop-
ment of lifetime extensions for wind and solar PV projects, as
well as the reform of legislation and approval policies for
repowering, would undoubtedly help reduce the demand for
metals in the associated electrical grid systems.

Finally, it is important to recognize that the growth of wind
and PVs and grid expansion are not simply cause and effect;
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virtually any increase in electricity supply requires additional
grid infrastructure. Even if the real world does not expand into
renewable energy supply as assumed in the IEA’s energy
scenario, additional electrical grid infrastructure would still be
required to support the growing demand for electricity.

In general, this study evaluate the metal demands for
building future electrical grid systems directly linked with wind
and utility-scale solar PV power. Such a detailed analysis
enables a deeper understanding of the impact of wind and solar
PV technologies on electrical grids and the required metal
resources, as well as the development trends and circular
potential of these electrical grid infrastructures. This study is
just an initial attempt to explore the direct impact of renewable
power technologies on future electrical grids and the metals
contained therein, further research should cover more
renewable technologies and their impacts on electrical grids,
metal resources, and environmental aspects.
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